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Big Data Blitz
Openness to the climate and to new ways of thinking are
among key data center location drivers.

T

he unique climates and business climates of western North
Carolina, central Oregon and
Washington, Northern Virginia
and Iceland are providing the
most bang for the buck for major data center projects, which are being announced at
an unprecedented pace. Where companies
and their data services providers go next
hinges on such factors as disaster risk; latency; broadband infrastructure; cost and
availability of power; and the increasingly
relevant size of carbon footprints.
At the Advania Thor Data Center outside Reykjavik, Iceland, power from both
hydroelectric dams and geothermal plants
has kept the facility's carbon footrprint at
zero, while also staying affordable — Iceland's average cost of electricity is approximately 20 percent less than the average
across the 27-country European Union.
Speaking of zero, "natural free cooling, amply provided by Kári (an Icelandic
nickname for the wind), is used to control
temperatures inside the data center,
and helps to keep costs down," says the
company's website. "The average temperature at the data center location is 1.8°C in
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January and 10°C in July."
Moreover, the location midway between
Europe and the United States means
minimized bandwidth usage and network
latency: Iceland is connected to the world
by three sub-sea cables that function
together as a single system linking the nation to Scotland, Norway and Nova Scotia,
Canada. "The utilization on these cables
is low and the bandwith is plentiful," says
the company.
Those conditions are why Cushman
& Wakefield and consultancy hurleypalmerfiatt's Data Centre Risk Index 2012
report, released in April, added the Nordic
nations of Norway, Einland and Iceland
(along with seven others) to the previous

The Advania Thor
Data Center in Hafnarfjordur, Iceland, is a
28,000-sq.-ft. facility
located 10 minutes from
Reykjavik, Iceland. The
LEED-Gold facility is
one ofthe most energyefficient data centers
in the world, in part
hecause of its entirely
renewahle energy draw
from nearby hydropower dams and the
Svartsengi geothermal
plant, which produces
the steam in the photo
above.
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index's total of 20 nations. They also added
to the index the factors of energy security
and education. (See the rankings, as well
as scores by variable, on p. 36).
The rise of the Nordics comes as
Google has located in Finland and Eacebook in Sweden. Iceland ranks highest
among the Nordics. Switzerland ranks
lOtli primarily due to low risk factors, low
infiation and low corporate taxation. Such
factors explain why ABB and ICT service
provider Creen on May 30 announced the
opening of Creen's new Zurich-West data
center expansion based on direct current
(DC) technology. Green's facility, which
employs HVDC-capable HP servers, is the
most powerful application of DC in a data
center to date.
"Performance tests showed that Green's
new power distribution system is 10 percent more efficient than for comparable
alternating current (AG) technology," said
a news release. "In addition, investment
costs for the system were 15 percent lower
than for an AC system," and DC systems,
it says, require as much as 25 percent less
space, and reduce equipment, installation,
real estate and maintenance costs.
Those percentages can come in handy
when nearly 6 million servers are coming
online annually and data center energy
demand is increasing by more than 10
percent a year.

Cool Only Goes So Far
Speaking by phone from his London
office, Keith Inglis, partner in the EMEA
Data Centre Advisory Group at Cushman
& Wakefield, says the Nordics have become increasingly attractive by the simple
virtue of their cooler air and improved
energy efficiency, which supports sustainability objectives while also boosting their
brand images as lovers ofthe planet. "In a
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The rankings above from Cushman & Wakefield and hurleypalmerflatt rate countries' risk profile according to three prioritized tiers of criteria.

sense, cooling and the climate is the driver
for certain players," he says. In fact, three
of the 10 new countries introduced this
year make the report's top 10.
But Inglis is quick to point out that no
matter how much sustainability rises in
weighted importance, "the bottom line
is occupiers are going to be driven by
commercial need first and foremost. Some
countries say, 'Why are we so low?' I turn
around and say commercial drivers are
going to dictate where the client is going
to go. If customers are in Qatar, they need
to be accepting of the fact that Qatar does
not score well on, for example, bandwidth, and clearly is going to score low
on sustainability, since nearly all power is
generated by the oil industry."
Inglis buttresses his argument with an
observation he gleaned from a recent data
center conference, where he learned that
while some 85 percent of companies have
a sustainability program, less than half
those companies are applying its principles
to data center deployment.
"It's a potential PR disaster," he says.
"Data centers need to draw from sustainable sources ... they account for between
1.5 percent and 2 percent of emissions."
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People are increasingly concerned about
it, but again, he says, "it doesn't stop them
from going to where the infrastructure exists to support the data centers in the first
place. It's a difficult balance to capture."
In the Asia Pacific, Inglis points to
South Korea as one to keep an eye on,
because "it has a government that's investing in a knowledge economy." Asked about
Austraha's relatively low ranking, given
its high-profile digital economy strategy

The new Tulip Telecom data center in India is
designed to international green huilding standards and engineered with power, chillers, cooling, rack layout and uninterrupted power supply
systems. "A data center that can last decades
when information technology is changing every
two to three years is critical for Tulip to support
its growing husiness," said Steven Sams, vice
president. Global Site and Facilities Services,
IBM.
Image courtesy of IBM

and national broadband rollout, he says
the rollout is encouraging, and more data
centers are indeed popping up, especially
in Sydney. By comparison, he says there's
also a broadband rollout afoot in China:
"500 million people connect in five years
is their plan," he says.

Commercial Needs Prevail
Asked if he sees evidence of data centers as economic development harbingers
for other projects such as shared service
centers and IT and software R&D centers,
Inglis says, "If anything, it's the other way
around. Data centers tend to grow around
where the skill sets are already."
Ultimately, says Inglis, a data center
goes into a country for commercial purposes first and foremost. "A lot of people
get bound up because of too many risks in
India, for example, but India can still be
nirvana."
That may be the case for Tuhp Telecom
and IBM, which in February committed
to building India's largest data center in
Bangalore to serve the country's growing
mobile consumer market. Covering more
than 900,000 sq. ft. (83,610 sq. m.), and
20 Enterprise Modular Data Centers in

a four tower building, the facility is engineered to support up to 100 megawatts
of power, making it the third largest data
center in the world. IBM has designed and
delivered more than 1,000 modular data
centers for customers around the globe,
and says it's helped customers save up to
30 percent in energy costs per year compared to traditional data centers.
Asked about the importance oí latency,
Inglis says it's most relevant to financial
markets, but that 75 percent of the overall
data center market is serving the opposite
of lightning-fast speed: data storage, for

content as trivial as all those digital photos
from the holidays or as crucial as the data
insurers require to be kept for a number
of years.
"Those can go anywhere," he says of
the data storage facilities. "That's why
Facebook is going to Sweden. The latency
argument goes out the window." That
said, one interesting development is the
bracketing of synchronous replication operations with asynchronous in one big data
center. "As soon as they do that, it needs to
sit very close to the big Internet exchange
points such as London or Amsterdam,"

Top States for Data Centers
Jan. 2010-March 2012
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lie says. "Our data center in London is 20
miles away. I want my emails coming up in
milliseconds."

Unprecedented Activity
In 2012, CyrusOne will add more than
265,000 sq. ft. of white space, and has
pians to buiid more than 1,000,000 sq. ft.
of data halis through 2013. That's space
for nearly 4,000,000 new high density
server racks!
Why is it CyrusOne continues to grow at
such an impressive rate? It's be cause of a
carefuily planned ani
to provide power, space, and c<
way that competitors just can't
Learn how
Facebook.gbm/CvrusOne and
contact a/rep to see it for yours

866-CyrusOne | www.CyrusOne.com i B D B3 Eä
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Six years ago, global data center firm
Equinix operated 17 data centers. Today
that number is 21 in the U.S. alone and
18 more abroad, with several projects
announced around the world since the
beginning of this year alone. No wonder
the company showed 105 job openings on
its jobs Web page on May 15.
They're just one of many trying to get
their hands around the cloud, as big data,
like an encroaching flood, threatens to
outpace all efforts to contain it.
Cary Nagamori, a managing principal at
HDR Architecture, says big data is pressing on existing infrastructure, as organizations struggle all at once with collecting it
and putting it to use in research.
"Before they can even get to the cloud,
most levels of IT I think are really strug-

The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), located at the
University of Illinois at Urhana-Champaign, announced in May it is adding 380
petabytes of automated, near-line storage capacity for data produced by scientists
and engineers using the sustained petascale Blue Waters supercomputer and to
support other projects. By the end of year one of operation for the Blue Waters
supercomputer, NCSA projects that the system will hold 50 petabytes of science
and engineering data — more than any other U.S. research institution.

gling to provide for this explosion in
data," he says. "IT's stressing out most IT
networks, taking them to a point of imreliability. Ask the average CIO, and they're
quietly grappling with that now. There's
a need to really think about what a data
center has to do, and therefore where it
should be located. It's no longer an issue of
backup, it's about using that data."
Chasing all that data means a lot of
territories are chasing data centers as a
crucial cog in regional economic development. A check of legislative calendars
around the U.S. will turn up a number of
new measures such as the Alabama Data
Processing Center Economic Incentive
Act of 2012 and several statutory updates
in Nebraska passed earlier this year.
A run through the major global real
estate and AEC service providers ranging
from CBRE and Jones Lang LaSalle to
Structure Tone, IDI, Integrated Design
Group and Russo Development will torn
up a server's worth of data about new data

center and mission-critical
real estate practices within
their folds.
And utilities are doing
all they can to appease
the demand for their
power while marketing at
the same time: Witness
Exelon's June rollout of a
new energy efficiency program for data
centers in its Chicago territory, and the
joint work by TVA and Deloitte to identify
12 sites in TVA territory (Bristol, Tenn.,
most recently) that are best suited for data
center location.
Some go so far as to attribute the need
for new power generation plants to the
demand for power from the data economy.
According to a recent press release from
the Nuclear Energy Institute's annual
conference in North Carolina celebrating the thousands of jobs being created
by new nuclear plants in Georgia and in
South Carolina, Mark Mills, founder of

Write in #333 for free info.

Digital Power Group, said approximately
$1.2 trillion of U.S. gross domestic product
is associated with creating and transporting information, while only $500 billion
is associated with transporting people or
things.
Meanwhile, concurrent with the news
that its innovative fuel cells would power
Apple's mega-data center in Maiden, N.C,
California-based Bloom Energy in March
announced the formation of its own Mission Critical Practice.
Hosted data center companies and
REITs, as well as stand-alone projects,
can't move forward fast enough, whether
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it's fhe incipienf Steel Orea projecf coming
fogether on former U.S. Steel properfy
in Pennsylvania or fhe June announcemenf from GenfuryLink firm Savvis thaf
it would be opening or expanding cenfers
af seven locafions fhis year in Singapore,
London (2), Santa Glara, Gahf.; Washington, D.G.; Dallas; and Weehawken, N.J.,
bringing ifs fofal daf a cenfer footprinf fo
more fhan 2 million sq. ff. (185,800 sq. m.)
in 50 facilities. The company also recenfly
locafed a new German headquarfers in
Erankfurf.
The growing Equinix portfolio includes
new projecf s, acquisif ions or expansions in
Zurich and Geneva, Swifzerland; Sydney,
Australia; Hong Kong; Shanghai; Singapore; Tokyo; Paris; Seaffle; Washingfon,
D.G.; and Dulles, Va.; and Boca Rafon,
Fla., which if plans fo use as a jumping-off
poinf fo serve Latin America and Brazil's
World Gup and 2016 Olympics needs in
parficular.
Capital Crunch
A recenf sfudy of Norfh America by
daf a cenfer REIT Digital Realty Trusf
(DRT) found fhaf 92 percenf of senior
decision-makers on daf a cenfer sfrafegies
af large corporations will definifely or

Tarak Mehta (inset), head of ABB's Low Voltage Products division, says Greens new data center
in Zuricb, Switzerland, will serve as a global sbowcase to demonstrate tbat direct current
(instead of alternating current) "enhances reliability wbile minimizing footprint,
installation and maintenance costs."

most likely expand in 2012. The figure is
76 percenf among decision-makers in fhe
Asia Pacific.
If's no surprise fo REIT watchers fhaf
DRT in May annnounced its fourth facility
at ifs Northern Virginia campus in Ashburn, in Loudoun Gounfy, in fhe middle
of what is probably fhe most dafa-dense
corridor in Norf h America and one of the

LOCATE YOUR
DATA CENTER HERE
• significant existing fiber
infrastructure
low risk of natural disasters
land cost varies from
$0-5/sq. ft.
low property taxes
low energy rates
incentives available
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densesf in fhe world. Recenf projecfs have
also come fo Ashburn from Equinix, RagingWire, Sabey and DuPonf Eabros.
As fhe projecf tallies presenfed here
illustrate. Northern Virginia and Greafer
D.G. are fruly fhe leaders in dafa cenfer
affracfion and expansion. A 2007 presentation from Dominion Ghairman, Presidenf
and GEO Thomas Earrell nofed fhaf PJM
had predicfed overall demand in Dominion's service area would go up by 1,800
MW in fhe nexf five years. Eive years lafer,
his May 8, 2012 presenfafion nofed fhaf
data center demand alone is projected to
grow by 1,200 MW, and overall demand
by 4,000 MW in fhe nexf decade.
Kenf Hill, senior manager of economic
developmenf for Dominion Virginia Power, says fhe 24-hour load characferisfics
for dafa cenfers are similar f o fhose of a
large manufacfurer, but such cenfers happen fo be in locafions where you wouldn'f
find manufacfuring, such as Ashburn in
Loudoun Gounfy, Va.
Buf while fhe dense fiber and dense
facilify foofprinf is fhere, data centers also
are going elsewhere in Virginia, such as
Microsoff's locafion in fhe soufh-cenfral
parf of fhe stafe, and QTS's purchase
of fhe former Qimonda and Infineon
semiconducfor manufacfuring facilify in
Richmond.
Asked abouf fhe imporfance of broadband infrasfrucfure for culfivafing a dafa
center cluster. Hill calls if "absolutely
crif ical," noting fhe funding of such infrastructure by fobacco commission money
in soufhside Virginia. "The Microsoff
locafion would probably nof have oc-

curred without that infrastructure being
generation mix puts us into the lowest
in place," he says, and other prospects
third of utilities in tenus of carbon inare looking there for the same reason.
tensity. But our approach is balanced
A similar dynamic is at work in Ulster,
between traditional sources and an
N.Y., where Time Warner Cable Business
increasing mix of renewables as they
Class and TechCity Properties recently
make sense from a cost-effectiveness
announced the completion of an adstandpoint." He anticipates Dominion
vanced communications fiber network to
being ahead ofthe state's renewable
the 258-acre (104-hectare), 2.2-millionenergy goal of 15 percent by 2025.
sq.-ft. (204,380-sq.-m.) TechCity complex
The more pressing timeline, he
near Kingston, N.Y.
says, often is the one a data center
Asked about Northern Virginia's
project requires, with a large block of
unique mix of government and private
power attached.
sector data centers, he admits there are
"It's caused us to change our whole
likely some government centers that opplanning model," he says, with what
erate behind a meter served by Dominwould normally be a five-year timeion, but aren't necessarily sharing what
line compressing to coming online in
they're doing there. At the same time,
12 to 18 months. "It's changed how
This map produced late last year by Grubb & Ellis offers a
"there is a fairly large federal data center taste of tbe feverisb data center activity in Nortbern Virginia we plan and locate our substations,"
and Greater Wasbington, D.C, as well as ^orth Carolina.
consolidation process under way. We're
he says. "Particularly now that the
looking at how it will impact our region,
concept of modular data centers is
and making sure we have sites and buildresent between 20 percent and 50 percent
out there, basically a mini data center can
ings that can accommodate that. We are
of total operating costs at a data center,
be brought in on a fiat bed, connected to
also seeing some government facilities in
that's still a big factor. But sustainability is
a power spine and you're up and running.
colocation centers," some of which are facgetting bigger as the data gets bigger.
How quickly you can deliver a site and detoring government security standards into
"All things being equal, if the price is
liver the power are bigger issues particutheir designs and site selections. "That's
the same, and reliability is similar, site
larly for some of the colocation companies,
what's nice about the Northern Virginia
selectors are going to pick the site with
who may land a big contract in the course
market — you have several options."
the lowest carbon footprint. That's the
of a month or two."
Hill says since cost of power might repmessage we're getting," he says. "Our
Count Virginia among those jurisdic-

Greater Phoenix and SRP. Building business together.
The Phoenix area is known as a low risk for natural disasters, making it the perfect location for
data centers. Here, SRP offers expertise and a one-sfop shop for all your electricity, water and
telecom needs. You'll find state-of-the-art dark fiber and ultra-bandwidth Layer-2 Ethernet and
Wavelength transport services. What's more, SRP consistently rates highly for power quality

Delivering more fhan pov/er.™

and reliability. To learn how our team can help you succeed, visit srpnet.com/econdev.
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